Ramsey, Flora Belle Simmons (b. 1866). Papers, 1889–1897. .10 foot.
Pioneer. Manuscripts (n.d.) by Ramsey recording her impressions and experiences (1889-1897) as a participant in the land run of 1889 and as a homemaker in Payne County, Oklahoma Territory.
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1. "We started out…"
2. Odds and Ends
3. Biography
4. Criminals
5. Schools
6. Clothes
7. Join Lena Here (?)
8. Cherokee Strip
9. Left Home to Come to Town
10. The Dulcimer
11. Songs
12. Religious Activity
13. Outlaws
15. Manuscript on Run of’89
16. Brief Manuscript on Run of '89
17. The Oklahoma Run
18. What Did You Eat and Where Did You Get It
19. Wagon
20. Social Activity
21. Girl in a Tree Top (Restricted: no portion of this book is to be photocopied without permission of the publisher)